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See what a difference a small addition can make for a modest ranch home that was 
just too cramped for a growing family – especially in the public spaces such as the front 
entrance, the kitchen, and the dining area. A four-foot-wide addition along one side of 
the home made a world of difference! Now there’s room for larger family gatherings in 
the dining room, multiple cooks in the expanded kitchen, and via a small bump out 
at the front doorway along with the side addition, the foyer has room for receiving (or 
sending off) a whole family-full of excited children and grandchildren, instead of the one-
at-a-time space by the front door as in the past.

We dressed up the front porch with columns, sidelights at the front door, and beautiful 
stonework for the stoop and front steps.  We also made it safer for coming and going 
with gentler steps, and an added custom hand rail all around.  The new sidelights by the 
front door add interest as well as more light in the foyer.
The entire project was done on a carefully controlled budget. We encouraged the client 
to carefully focus on keeping her selections for cabinets, counters, tile work etc. within 
budget, while still maintaining an upgraded style. She did that very successfully!

We maintained the original lines and architectural features such that the addition is 
indistinguishable from the original home. It looks like it was always there!

About the Remodeler  
While you may think of Acheson Builders as high-end builders and remodelers, you may 
not know that we also are able to provide wonderful solutions for modest projects as 
well! We are happy to help you work within a reasonable, moderate budget. As a well-
recognized design-build company boasting over 45 years of service, even within modest 
projects we focus on the highest standards in both planning and execution, and we 
don’t cut corners in any way that will affect the integrity or durability of the product. We 
are acclaimed and respected for beautifully integrated designs that pay attention to our 
client’s desires, along with construction quality second to none. Our experience allows 
us to provide the breadth of knowledge needed for creative problem solving. With our 
team approach, forward thinking project management technology, and “an Artist’s eye” 
we provide expertise, creativity, integrity, enduring quality and style for every project.
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Virtual Guided Tour Schedule

Friday, October 16  1:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 17 1:00 p.m.
Sunday, October 18 3:00 p.m.

Join us with our Zoom link at 
showcaseofhomes.net

VIRTUAL GUIDED TOURS Fri., Sat. & Sun., October 16-18, 2020

Join us remotely for a live tour with guide Jim Acheson and the team at 
Acheson Builders. You’ll have a “front row seat” as we walk through and 
explain the problems solved throughout this project. Learn how we work 
and our approach to design challenges. We look forward to taking you 
along for this new virtual home tour.

Join us remotely for a live tour with guide Jim Acheson and the team at 

(734) 668-1940
www.achesonbuilders.com
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